CLBB Highlights

**Now We See You: The Reid Technique and 'When They See Us'**
Nancy Gertner & Dean A. Strange | New York Law Journal
November 14, 2019

*Highlight:* "Reid never has acknowledged an uncomfortable truth that this lawsuit may expose if Duvernay and Netflix win: that is, that the Reid Technique, whether used correctly or incorrectly, can cause incalculable harm to innocent people and to justice itself."

**Wisconsin's Governor Should Pardon Brendan Dassey**
CNN | November 4, 2019

CLBB is participating in a clemency petition for Brendan Dassey, made famous by the Netflix series "Making a Murderer." The petition to Wisconsin Governor Tony Evers highlights Dassey's youthful age and cognitive limitations, as well as the employment of interrogation tactics by police which are known to promote false confessions. The Center also joined in his unsuccessful petition to the United States Supreme Court in 2018 seeking to invalidate this highly problematic confession. CLBB participated in a similar clemency petition for Cyntoia Brown, which resulted in the commutation of her sentence in August of this year.

**Brave New Brain Tech: IEEE Neuroethics Program**
**Development of Guidelines for Use of Neurotechnologies in Practice**
IEEE | November 16, 2019

Last Saturday, CLBB Executive Director Francis Shen participated in a live-stream panel on ethical and legal guidelines for the use of neurotechnologies in a range of applications, including medicine, law, public life, and national security operations. Click [here](#) for more details.

CLBB Welcomes Jim Joslin to the Advisory Board

*CLBB is excited to announce our newest Advisory Board member!*

**Jim Joslin**, CFP, is a founding principal and Chairman of TFC Financial Management. Jim has more than 40 years of experience in personal wealth management, including investment analysis, portfolio management, and trust banking, as well as a private trustee. Prior to TFC, he was the principal of J.L. Joslin Associates, which provided consulting services to major financial companies serving affluent investors. Jim also held senior portfolio management and marketing positions at Jennison Associates, Eaton Vance Corporation, Thorndike, Doran, Paine and Lewis, and Wellington Management Company - all major firms in the individual and tax-qualified money management business. A holder of the CFP credential, he is also a member of the CFA Institute, a Lifetime member of the FPA, The Boston Economic Club, and past member of the BNA Tax Management Advisory Board. Jim has frequently
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spoken at conferences and led seminars, addressing audiences at the Boston Security Analysts Society, the Harvard Business School Association, the Financial Planning Association, the Investment Counsel Association, the American Bar Association/ALI, and other organizations and events in New York, Washington, DC, San Diego, Chicago, and New Orleans.

Upon receiving his A.B. from Harvard College, Jim was elected Class Secretary and served as a Naval Intelligence Officer in both the U.S. and Europe. He was elected Chief Marshall of Harvard's 1972 Commencement and has served as president of the Harvard Class Secretaries Association, on the Harvard Alumni Association Executive Committee, the Board of the Harvard Club of Boston, as well as vice president and member of the Board of Governors of the Handel & Haydn Society, and recently served as Treasurer and a director of the Harvard Musical Association. Currently, he is Treasurer of the Pioneer Institute, a Trustee of the Maine Maritime Museum, a Trustee of the International Museum of World War II, a member of the Board of the Lown Institute, as well as a member of the Glimmerglass Opera National Council.

New Resources

**Center for Neuroscience and Society 10-Year Anniversary Reunion**

The 10-year anniversary reunion of the University of Pennsylvania Center for Neuroscience and Society celebrated progress made in understanding the relation of neuroscience to law, business, arts, humanities, and other fields. CNS Alumni and other colleagues, including CLBB Exec. Dir. Dr. Francis Shen, gathered to discuss neuroscientific methods and progress in the neurofields. Click [here](#) to access presentations from the event.

Opportunities

**Clinical Teaching Fellow, Samuelson Law, Technology and Public Policy**

University of California Berkeley | HigherEdJobs

"The Samuelson Clinic offers this post-graduate position to provide a recent law school graduate the opportunity to develop as an effective advocate and teacher while working with the Clinic to help train the next generation of influential attorneys, judges, and community leaders specializing in technology law and policy."

**Jacqueline Goldman Congressional Fellowship**

American Psychological Association | Deadline: January 6, 2020

Purpose: "To provide developmental and clinical psychologists with an interest in policies that affect the psychological development of children with an invaluable public policy learning experience; to contribute to the more effective use of psychological knowledge in government; and to broaden awareness about the value of psychology-government interaction among psychologists and within the federal government."

In the News

**General**

[Fake News Grabs Our Attention, Produces False Memories and Appeals to Our Emotions](#) | The Conversation | November 17, 2019

[When Teen Drinking Becomes a Disorder](#) | The New York Times | October 21, 2019
New NIH BRAIN Initiative Awards Accelerate Neuroscience Discoveries | National Institutes of Health | October 18, 2019

Aging Brains

Elder Abuse Remains A Legal Challenge in Iowa | Iowa Public Radio | November 19, 2019

What Science Tells Us About Preventing Dementia | The Wall Street Journal | November 17, 2019

Who's Scamming Mom? Chances Are, It's All in the Family | MPR News | November 17, 2019

Firearms and Dementia: "A Big Deal and a Tough Issue" | JAMA Network | October 16, 2019

Trauma and Immigration Justice

Rape Survivors Seeking Asylum Have to Prove the Rape Happened or Be Deported | Vice | November 14, 2019

U.S. Held Nearly 70,000 Migrant Kids in Custody in 2019, Government Data Shows | TIME | November 12, 2019


Juvenile Justice

Juvenile Justice Groups Say Felony Murder Charges Harm Children, Young Adults | NPR | November 14, 2019

How Does Opioid Exposure Affect Brain Development in Young Children? | Penn Today | November 14, 2019

Deadly Consequences: Murder Case Exposes a System's Failings | The Atlantic Journal-Constitution | November 10, 2019
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